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Clicking on the icons below will explores those offerings within Troubled Times that
encompass high tech solutions. Those who have the finances or know-how might prepare for
the coming pole shift with the goal of retaining a high tech life style. They have protected
their technology so that it, too, survived the cataclysms, and are prepared to rig replacement
parts when needed. Due to windmills or hydroelectric generators, the lights are on.
Communication with other high tech groups is in place via radio or Internet via dishes setup
on hill tops. Garden's include hydroponics and are intensive. Sewage is treated and recycled
into gardens or fish ponds. The high tech survival group may or may not have domesticated
animals, but they will probably include aquaculture as a protein source. Medical treatment
may be assisted by an Aftertime Internet, with questions posed to remote doctors and dentists.
Homeless survivors or those in settlements may move up to become high tech with assistance
from high tech groups, who can disseminate know-how and act as a model.
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Troubled Times - the Transformation

Troubled Times believes that a world-wide cataclysm, of massive proportions, will strike the Earth in 2003 or shortly
thereafter. The cause of this natural event will be a monster planet, known to the ancients but as yet undiscovered by
modern man, which will pass very near the earth as part of its normal 3,600 year orbit around the sun.
The ancient’s called this monster the 12th Planet, and as this magnetic giant passes by, it will force our
North and South Poles to rotate 90 degrees. The shifting poles will drag the Earth's crust with them,
ultimately producing a new global map in a matter of hours in a massive cataclysm affecting all life on
earth. These events have occurred before, as ancient legends and Prophecies fortell, creating what man
interprets to be ice ages, wandering poles and the flood, and have resulted in the extinction of the
Mastodon and the sinking of Atlantis.
Mankind survived these past cataclysms, some because they were lucky, and others because they
foresaw events and took precautions. To prepare for this event, Troubled Times, a volunteer
organization, was formed. The Troubled Times mission is to place into the public record a set of
solutions for survival into the next century, solutions that are affordable, attainable, and which will
produce a healthy lifestyle in the Aftertime. These solutions can be found radiating from The Hub of
Troubled Times, which is icon driven to help the public rapidly locate information.
Those who wish to join this volunteer organization have but to check out the current ongoing
teamwork and join the Membership to enter into the stream of activity and offer their contributions.
Where ZetaTalk supports the operation of Troubled Times, the two are separate entities, as is the
Nonprofit organization, Troubled Times, Inc. Original works within Troubled Times are owned by the
individual contributors, who have granted Troubled Times the right to make this information available
to the public. Of interest to people throughout the world, Troubled Times has several Mirror Sites.
Lack of preparation for the cataclysms may be worse than fatal, it may leave you and those you care
about injured, hungry, frightened, and with no recourse or end in sight!
The earth's warming trend, steming from her core, will be noticed and
About to
is a general topic of conversation. This is when you should prepare for
Change
self sufficiency in a safe location.
A few years prior to the cataclysms, a period of crop shortages will be
Prepare for
so severe that alternative food production needs to be begun and
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Troubled Times - the Transformation

Change
Too late to
Change
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practiced in earnest. This is when you should become practiced at self
sufficiency.
The earth's rotation will slow within days and stop for several days
just prior to the pole shift. This is when you and your loved ones
should be situated at your safe location.
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Troubled Times is icon driven. To explore the contents, just click on the icon above
representing your area of interest. Troubled Times content can also be viewed from a Frames
version, or a simple Table of Contents version.
Troubled Times content is also organized into several views. Surviving the pole shift and
Aftertime lifestyles are cumulative views, so that Surving the Shift would apply to all,
Homeless would apply to all some time, and High Tech solutions assume that Settlement
solutions are already in place. Science Data is a view into those parts of Troubled Times that
detail the millennium in scientific terms.
A Nonprofit arm supports educating the public and developing solution sets and has
developed a handy Booklet toward this end.
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This Troubled Times version is organized as a frame hub. To explore the contents, just click
on the category above representing your area of interest. Troubled Times content can also be
viewed from a simple Table of Contents version, or an Icon Driven version, or a Search
Engine, or the What's New page.
Troubled Times content is also organized into several views. Surviving the pole shift and
Aftertime lifestyles are cumulative views, so that Surving the Shift would apply to all,
Homeless would apply to all some time, and High Tech solutions assume that Settlement
solutions are already in place. Science Data is a view into those parts of Troubled Times that
detail the millennium in scientific terms.
A perpetual IRC chat room supports discussion among Troubled Times members, and a
Nonprofit arm supports educating the public and developing solution sets.
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Troubled Times - TOC Hub
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This Troubled Times version is organized as a Table of Contents hub.
Info | Teams | The Word | Food | Shelter | Energy | Health Troubled Times content can also
be viewed from a Frames version, or an Icon Driven version, or a Search Engine, or the
What's New page.
Troubled Times content is also organized into several views. Surviving the pole shift and
Aftertime lifestyles are cumulative views, so that Surving the Shift would apply to all,
Homeless would apply to all some time, and High Tech solutions assume that Settlement
solutions are already in place. Science Data is a view into those parts of Troubled Times that
detail the millennium in scientific terms.
A perpetual IRC chat room supports discussion among Troubled Times members, and a
Nonprofit arm supports educating the public and developing solution sets.
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Troubled Times: What's New

What's New
Recently, Troubled Times has added content to:
On May 13, 2005
Bike Gen TOPIC: Cordless Drills, DC Generators, Hand Crank, Modified, BikeGen, RPM, Construction,
Battery, PDF
Hydropower TOPIC: Water Wheel , Power Output
Crank TOPIC: Hand Crank
On Feb 22, 2005
Safe Water TOPIC: Open Teapot, Close Teapot, Coil Exchange, Full Exchange, HydroCarbon, Pressure
Cooker, Parts List, Bucket Collection, Steam Cautions, Umbrella Tent, Cotton Cloth, Stacked Pot, Two
Pots, Pie Pan, Small Parts, Simple Assembly, Sustainable Village.
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Troubled Times: Frequently Asked Questions

TOPIC:

Frequently Asked Questions

A Troubled Times FAQ list was compiled. The following were typical Questions with brief answers and or
links to the pertinent areas of ZetaTalk.
Who are the Zetas?
Who is Nancy?
What is Troubled Times?
Is Zetatalk or Troubled Times a sect, religion,
or Cult?
Why do the Zetas Care?
What is Service to Other and Service to Self?
What is the Call?
What is the 12th Planet? Is it the same Planet
some call Nibiru?
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Why haven’t I Heard About this Planet
before?
What is the 12th Planet’s Path?
When will I be able to See the 12th Planet?
What is a Pole Shift?
Is my Location safe?
Where is the Best Place to go?
When do the cataclysms Start?
How should I Prepare?
How do I search for Information?
Can I Talk with other people preparing?
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Clicking on the icons below will explores those offerings within Troubled Times that address
surviving the coming pole shift. Surviving the pole shift is a concern everyone shares,
regardless of their Aftertime preparations. Whether aspiring to a high tech lifestyle or simply
being able to survive by living off the land, all will be faced with protecting themselves and
their loved ones from earthquakes, tidal waves, high winds, and the potential of a firestorm
dropping from the skies. All will want to know of a safe location. All will likewise be faced
with treating injuries or psychological reactions and dealing with such issues as polluted
drinking water immediately after the pole shift. Surviving the shift is a concern all share.
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Clicking on the icons below will explores those offerings within Troubled Times that
encompass being homeless. People in many countries are accustomed to being rescued after a
disaster. Their government, or the Red Cross, or their neighbors eventually arrive. After a
pole shift affecting the entire world, governments and agencies will themselves be
disorganized and nonfunctional, and neighbors distracted with their own problems. Thus those
unprepared for the coming cataclysms may find themselves homeless and roving about. They
will likely be living off the land and carry only a few items. They may be forced to drink
from streams or eat food raw if they can't start a fire. The topics discussed in this homeless
section might apply to anyone, as those who prepared may run into problems, and those living
in settlements may have to travel on occasion.
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Clicking on the icons below will explores those offerings within Troubled Times that
encompass settlement living. Those who prepare for the coming pole shift will most likely
find themselves faced with setting up gardens and temporary homes after the cataclysms,
from seed stocks and items like lumber and concrete they have set aside at a survival site.
Temporarily they will be living off food stocks, but eventually gardens will be in place and
drinking water distilled or boiled. Many settlements will have domesticated animals, or be
eating fish, worms, or insect larva as a source of protein. Schools of some type will be
operating. Settlements may be forced to be their own doctor or dentist. The settlement may
have electricity, but this may be faulty and limited such as from a bike generator. The
settlement may have short wave radio communications with other settlements, perhaps
powered by crank-up electronics. Those who plan a high tech lifestyle in the Aftertime will
use many settlement solutions as a base, or may be forced to fall back into a settlement life
style.
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Scientific Data View
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Clicking on the icons below will explores those offerings within Troubled Times that present
scientific data. Pole Shifts have occurred in the past on a regular basis, referred to as
wandering poles or ice ages. The cause of these magnetic, geological and climate changes are
the subject of speculation. Evidence that magnetic north and south have pointed in different
directions are ascribed to parallel changes in the Sun, the Earth's master. Evidence that
wrenching cataclysms occur in 3,600 year cycles, as recently as 3,600 years ago during the
Jewish Exodus when the oceans worldwide also dropped an average of 16 to 20 feet, is
ignored, as it does not fit any scientific model. Evidence of crustal shifting, where polar land
was clearly at one time tropical, is speculated to be caused by ice heavy poles, ignoring the
greater weight of the equatorial land masses. Scientific data exists as evidence of past pole
shifts and points to the pending pole shift.
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Troubled Times IRC

IRC
There was a perpetual Troubled Times IRC channels, #troubled_times, which was robot controlled. The rule was to
notify others when coming into the chat, with a simple "hello". This channel is no longer in use, see notice below.
For those interested in IRC, a windows IRC client (mIRC) can be found here, and a Macintosh IRC client can be
found here. Contact the Troubled Times IRC Coordinator for assistance.
Note: the #troubled_times channel was from its inception plagued with perpetual debunkers lurking, waiting
for newcomers. Newcomers could anticipate being told that there is no Planet X, that it is a fraud, and that
other web sites should be visited (these will be willingly provided) and other spokespersons should be considered
the experts on all matters. Remember, the Troubled Times message, which is based on facts and geological
history, is considered a threat by the establishment. If you wish to meet the snarling opposition to this message,
join #troubled_times.
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Troubled Times Inc.: TT.INC

Welcome to Troubled Times, Inc.

Troubled Times, Inc. is a
public benefit Nonprofit
Corporation dedicated to
educating the public on the
likelihood of the pending
pole shift, solutions on how
to deal with such a
cataclysm, and solutions for
life afterwards.
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Troubled Times: Information

Information

Click on the icons above to go to your area of interest.
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Troubled Times: Team Work

Team Work

Click on the icons above to go to your area of interest.
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Troubled Times: Food

Food

Click on the icons above to go to your area of interest.
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Troubled Times: Shelter

Shelter

Click on the icons above to go to your area of interest.
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Troubled Times: Energy

Energy

Click on the icons above to go to your area of interest.
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Troubled Times: Health

Health

Click on the icons above to go to your area of interest.
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